
EAL estate cost usually makes up a sizeable 
portion of an organisation’s recurring 
operating expenses. In the midst of a 
landlords’ market, it is paramount that 
occupiers conduct early rent reviews or 

relocation decisions, given that market rents could rise 
substantially by the end of 2019.

The Singapore office leasing market – particularly the 
premium and Grade A stock in the city – has bottomed 
towards the second half of 2017 and looks set to grow 
this year, thanks to stronger demand for space among 
some sectors, and more positive business sentiment and 
economic outlook. 

Colliers International believes that the prime office 
space sector in the central business district (CBD) could 
spring a 10-12 per cent rental increase in 2018, and climb 
a further 5-7 per cent over 2019. 

In a rising office property sector, it will become 
increasingly challenging for occupiers in the CBD to 
secure attractive rentals, be it lease renewal at the existing 
space or negotiating for new space in an alternative 
building. However, there are strategies that occupiers can 
adopt to make real estate work harder for less cost.

• Workplace evolution
The rise of coworking and shift towards more flexible
work practices are key trends that will shape the way that
occupiers use space, potentially helping them to manage
real estate footprint.

Adopting activity-based work strategy – where no 
employees have assigned desks but can opt to work in 
various activity areas – is one approach to achieving 
greater flexibility in the use of space. A pantry or café 

R
could double up as a casual meeting space, while the 
office reception lobby may include areas for collaborative 
work. Its multi-use approach to space utilisation provides 
a more agile work environment, allowing firms to adjust 
their staff strength up or down without the need to 
reconfigure, acquire or dispose of space.

Other benefits of activity-based work include: future-
proofing the office; fostering a more collaborative culture 
within the company; driving productivity growth; and 
attracting young talent who are increasingly drawn to the 
cool features in such workplace settings.

• Workplace technology 
In the age of cloud computing, blockchain and Internet of
Things, tech’s far reaching tentacles are everywhere and
the workplace is not spared. Increasingly, companies are
seeking to integrate technology with their office build-
outs, planning and design.

A tech-enabled workplace not only boosts staff 
engagement and productivity, but also enables mobile 
working which underpins activity-based work. 

Smart building technology can also help to optimise 
the use of the workplace and garner cost savings. For 
example, occupancy sensors can track how rooms and 
desks are being used, while a smart lighting system can 
automatically turn off lights in a meeting room when it 
detects that the space has been vacant for a period of time, 
thereby minimising its environmental impact and reducing 
utility costs. 

• Review space needs
Occupiers should also review their
real estate needs periodically

Office rents are increasing, and here are some 
strategies that SMEs can adopt to be ready for this
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records, the quality and basically the products that we have. 
Having a listed name is beneficial but it doesn’t carry a lot of 
weight in our industry,” she says.

On top of importing and distributing carpets from 
American brands, the company carries more than 80 
exclusive designs of carpet within the SMJ brand, in up
to 400 different colours. These carpets are sourced from 
factories in China and Taiwan, which have been working 
with SMJ Furnishings for more than 10 years. The factories 
have been awarded several environmental certifications from 
governing bodies such as Carpet and Rug Institute.

There is a stringent quality control system in place, and 
carpets that fail to meet the standards will not be released, 
Ms Ho says. She points out that because the company has
long built relationships with the suppliers, the suppliers
know the requirements – no inferior products – and give the 
company a good price on the carpets as well.

“In return, these savings are then passed on to customers 
or (overseas) dealers that we work with,” she said. Other 
dealers purchase from SMJ Furnishings because they 
sometimes do not fulfil the minimum order required, and
they pay a price that is not too expensive so that they can 
resell the carpets in their respective countries, she adds.

SMJ Furnishings’ carpets, which are made from nylon
or polypropylene (both synthetic fibres), are used primarily
in commercial buildings such as offices and hospitals. 
The company has over 2,500 customers worldwide, and 

a distribution network consisting of more 
than 20 countries, from Brazil to Japan. Its
customers include local blue chip companies 
OCBC Bank and ST Engineering as well 
as multinational corporations such as
McDonald’s, Google and Credit Suisse.

Expanding abroad was a direction 
that the company took early on. Ms Ho 
says that her father  established an office 
in Malaysia in the 1990s. He saw that 
it was a huge market, and no one else 
was importing carpets from overseas in 
Malaysia then. 

Hearing feedback and having a well-
catered mixture of colours is crucial to the 
carpet specialist as for it to decide what 
to stock for its overseas expansion. For 
instance, Ms Ho explains, customers in 
Australia and New Zealand seem to have a preference 
for shades of black. But at the same time, she notes, the 
company cannot also overindulge in a certain colour, so 
the local teams in those countries need to gather feedback 
from their customers.

Currently, more than 50 per cent of the company’s 
sales comes from overseas, particularly in South-east 
Asia, Ms Ho says. Its next moves are to venture into 
Europe and United States, and grow its presence in North 

and South America, she adds. While Asia remains a focus, 
Ms Ho notes: “The world is your oyster. We just have to 
make sure that wherever there is a need for carpets, we 
will try to be there.” ■

The companies featured are tenants of Mapletree. 
The articles are brought to you by

BACK IN THE FOLD
Having the business back in the family’s hands was

necessary in order to speed up further expansion, says 
SMJ Furnishing managing director Rena Ho (centre). With

her are Rosie Lee (left), executive director – operations, 
and Nellie Ho (right), executive director – regional sales.
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SMEs are at risk when they decide to shelf the sustainability discussion

ENGAGING SMES
ON SUSTAINABILITY

BY IAN HONG

AVING a conversation 
on sustainability 
with SMEs is often 
challenging. Faced with practical 
everyday challenges surrounding revenue growth, 

operational management and resource constraints, sustainability appears 
to be a luxury that SMEs cannot afford, a high-profile public relations 
campaign suitable only for the big boys in the market. 

Yet, are SMEs at risk when they decide to shelf the sustainability 
discussion? The simple answer to that, is yes. 

SUSTAINABILITY IS CRITICALLY RELEVANT
Corporate sustainability is defined as the ability of businesses to remain 
economically viable in the long term. 

Staying sustainable as a business no longer just means safeguarding 
the bottom line now. It means that companies need to make the right 
investments to ensure that the current business model remains relevant 
amid the developments in the business landscape. 

Faced with tremendous and rapid change in the market place, all 
businesses – regardless of size – need to respond to disruptions posed 
by technology. They are also faced with heightened stakeholder scrutiny 

H
over their 

business practices. 
In some ways, the 

sustainability conversation may be 
even more critical to SMEs than their larger 

counterparts who have deep pockets to support 
their business transformation journey. 

UNDERSTANDING THE SUSTAINABILITY CONTEXT 
SMEs operate in environments where they individually have limited 
influence. They are often part of regional or global supply chains, or 
partner other players to go-to-market. 

To remain economically viable, SMEs therefore need to have a 
good grasp of how environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues 
directly impact them. They also need to consider how ESG issues 
impact their investors, customers, business partners and employees. 
Effective stakeholder management on ESG priorities and concerns can 
result in both risk management and bountiful opportunities for SMEs. 

The financial markets have been responding to the global call for 
sustainable development. Assets under management by signatories 
to the United Nations Principles of Responsible Investing (UN PRI) 
grew from less than US$5 trillion in 2006 to nearly US$100 trillion 
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as their business evolves, identifying core and non-core 
functions. To this end, Colliers has also advised on a 
“flex and core” strategy where firms take space on a 
longer-term deal for their core operations together with 
an agreement with a flexible workspace operator to 
accommodate volatility in headcount.

Another consideration is to engage a workplace 
strategist to help you formulate a space programme to 
determine your true space needs, identify and eliminate 
under-used space within the premises, such as doing away 
with assigned workstations for highly mobile employees. 

• Decentralisation 
Office decentralisation is not a new concept. First mooted
in 1991, the push for decentralised office space was aimed
at bringing jobs closer to homes and to ease congestion in
the city centre. The increasing supply of quality Grade A
office space – such as Paya Lebar Quarter (PLQ) – outside
the CBD should encourage more firms to consider city
fringe locations.

PLQ, which will be ready by third quarter this year, 
sits right next to the Paya Lebar MRT interchange station 
that provides excellent connectivity via both the East-
West and Circle Lines. SMRT Corporation has led by 
example, opting to move out of its town office in North 
Bridge Road near City Hall MRT station to PLQ.

Depending on business requirements and financial 
strategy, an occupier may also consider leasing a build-
to-suit facility, which is built by a landlord specifically for 
the organisation. Such facilities tend to be on longer-term 
leases, but provide several advantages to the tenants: 
ability to input ideas into building design; provide 
additional space for future expansion; and more efficient 

workplace planning since they are built with the tenant’s 
needs in mind.

Much of the new supply and secondary space that 
came on the market in the past two years have already 
been absorbed. In particular, coworking space operators 
snapped up about 543,000 sq ft of space in 2017.

As the economic outlook brightens and digital 
technologies continue to gain traction in the coming 
years, Colliers believes that flexible workspace operators 
are expected to continue to drive office demand this year, 
as would the financial and insurance, as well as legal 
services sectors.

Both HSBC and DBS Bank have recently announced 
their expansion plans. It was reported that HSBC 
Singapore intends to hire an additional 300 people 
for its retail, commercial, private bank and innovation 
businesses, while DBS plans to add 100 techies via its 
Hack2Hire programme. 

Financial technology (or fintech) companies look set 
to expand as well. Data from KPMG’s Pulse of Fintech 
report showed that fintech funding in Singapore reached 
a record US$229 million last year.

In the shifting sands of the property market, office 
rents are unlikely to rise perpetually, neither would they 
stay depressed forever. Tenants should actively explore 
leasing with the mindset that the market and economy 
will cycle up or down over the course of their lease term. 
Being prepared for market shifts will enable occupiers to 
remain nimble in times of volatility. ■

The writer is director, Office Services, 
Colliers International

OFFICE RENTS ARE UNLIKELY TO RISE PERPETUALLY, NEITHER WOULD 
THEY STAY DEPRESSED FOREVER. TENANTS SHOULD ACTIVELY EXPLORE 
LEASING WITH THE MINDSET THAT THE MARKET AND ECONOMY WILL 
CYCLE UP OR DOWN.
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